Tips to promote the SET on FLO

1. Example Text for FLO Latest Announcement (can be edited as required)

Hi everyone

This announcement is to let you all know that you will be invited to evaluate this topic and our teaching!

You will be sent an email to your Flinders account with the web address to the survey or you can click on this link set.flinders.edu.au

Please take up this invitation.

SETs will open to students on May 28 (Monday, week 12) and close July 6 2018.

We greatly value student feedback. We incorporate, wherever possible, suggestions and comments that students provide to us.

You will also find the results of the previous SETs on home page of this topic in FLO under **Topic Links: View Past Evaluations**.

Hi everyone

This announcement is to let you all know that you are invited to evaluate [Teacher Name]’s teaching!

Logon here to provide your feedback: set.flinders.edu.au

Please take up this invitation – [Teacher Name] values your feedback.

The survey opens on May 28 and closes on July 6.

More information about SETs

Support: email set@flinders.edu.au or phone (08) 8201 2080 Julie or (08) 8201 3929 Sharleena
2. Adding a link to SET in FLO Weekly Activities

- “Add a resource…URL” then modify the settings as below.
The image can be downloaded from http://www.flinders.edu.au/fms/PSU/images/set/SET icon.png